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PREFACE

OF 
BUTTERFLY 

WINGS 
& OTHER 
ELEMENTS

Today, programming language provides a mirror for the natural 
languages and the relationship between ritual (as a set protocol 
of symbolic actions) and machine algorithm (i.e. an automated 
sequence of computational tasks) is no longer as distant – both 
social ritual and contemporary technology are based on the repeated 
iteration of operations which are built on a progressive law or 
syntax (linguistic, machinic, cultural…). In his return self.new, 
Čermák further develops this analogy and asks why the drive towards 
cybernetic control of both self and the environment does not also 
rewrite the very notion of the human. Why not distort the mirror 
through which the human creates its self-image and return new? And 
what are the limits of this narcissistic dream?

In his text, Čermák integrates technologies and machine language 
into the ecology of a wider cosmos, understanding them as an integral 
part of the social and cosmic order which everywhere envelops the 
homo sapiens, traversing and permeating it. He identifi es this order 
with humanity’s attempt to mirror the reality of the world on the 
plane of the symbolic and of meaning in the world. This meaning or 
sense which proceeds for and from the human defi nes a human cosmology 
(from the Greek κόσμος = order, regular organization) which has 
been reifi ed as absolute or transcendent. But to what degree can 
our artifi cial understanding of the world and our compulsive search 
for master-patterns within it overlap with that reality which works 
beyond the transparent protocol of human language and code? To what 
degree is the human’s world isometric with the reality ‘out there,’ 
beyond the protective ramparts of so-called civilization? Čermák 
tells us that in this regard, we haven’t seen anything yet.

From the 14th century until 1905, Chinese administrators had to 
learn Confucius’ Analects by heart: “Do not look if it is not in 
accordance with the rites; do not listen if it is not in accordance 
with the rites…”

The symbolic protocol integrates the individual into the symbolic 
plane, and inscribes their place within the wider syntax of culture. 
Culture is however a mere thin layer of a much deeper ecology of 



relations – the world’s deep structure is at fi rst sight invisible, 
but current empirical observation and scientifi c understanding allows 
us to see just how much it defi nes all the possible operations at 
subordinate levels. This deep and occulted nature of the world – a 
nature which we are only starting to grasp at and which has been 
accreting as part of evolutionary processes throughout millions of 
years – dissolves the hegemonic human categories which have ruled 
our empires and cultures for millennia and which used to be the 
lynchpins which held together the mesh of a culture and defi ned its 
syntax and internal coherence. But Čermák’s narrative in return 
self.new pulverizes to dust what has remained of these pillars, and 
everywhere he dissolves their seemingly immutable and supreme fi eld 
of relations. He shows the reader fragments of these idols which lie 
strewn everywhere about us.

In its apparent formal overdetermination, return self.new points 
towards a much more profound truth: that the contemporary liberal 
subject of the west is everywhere circumscribed and its symbolic 
imaginarium is dissolving to fi nally disappear like sand between 
fi ngers. Čermák’s work is a prophecy of just such a post-human era 
and he works to spin the human’s self-image ever faster, making it 
more unbalanced and precarious.

“…do not speak unless it is in accordance with the rites;
 do not move unless it is in accordance with the rites.”

In his cosmology, Čermák turns the originary schizoid experience 
inside out – he does not accept that the motions of the mind becoming 
immediately refl ected in the outside world and are interlinked with 
it in a magical relationship. Return self.new does not cater to such 
a fl ight of potentiality or free fl ows of energy, but rather speaks 
of the myriad conditions which the world’s matter places in front 
of the so called ‘liberal subject’. Behind the apparent human order 
there is a real, and Čermák in this regard reterritorializes the 
tatters of the human within a materiality within which it is nested, 
and which is in its essence inhuman. This stratigraphy of power 
plays a central role in Čermák’s work and inverts the logic of the 
so-called ‘butterfl y effect.’

The standard reading of this phenomenon postulates that even 
small change on the micro-level can, through cascading the non-
trivial system within which it is contained, precipitate change on a 
higher level. But Čermák partially inverts this relationship when he 
adopts the view that a small change on the macro-level precipitates 
innumerable extreme changes on myriad subordinate, nested systems. 
Čermák’s cosmology which he posits in Return self.new, is about 
multilayered structures of limitations; it speaks of the icy vacuum 
and of Hades, when the bones of the Earth lay naked before the black 
cosmos and no atmosphere veiled life from its dark truth.  

Let’s speak about butterfl ies a while longer, before the coming fall: 
“Chuang dreamt he was a butterfl y, fl itting and fl uttering around, 



to all intents and purposes a butterfl y. He was conscious only of 
happiness, unaware that he was Chuang…”

In the well-known Daoist anecdote about Master Chuang, the butterfl y 
and its fl uttering wings can be regarded as an example of Deleuzo-
Guattarian ‘becoming animal,’ an experience in which the rift 
between the symbolic superstructure of the human and its biological 
substrate seemingly dissipates in the experience of difference 
and the process of becoming itself: the transversal cut through 
the ‘self’ inaugurates the assemblage of Chuang/the butterfl y in 
superposition, thus escaping a clear iteration of subjectivity and 
seemingly escaping the categories of power, governmentality, and 
the protocols of society. Čermák however does not fl ee this fall into 
iterated matter, but rather understands it as a fundamental moment 
of clarity which situates the position of homo sapiens in the wider 
cosmos.

As Yuk Hui writes: “Daoism […] is very critical of any imposed 
order, whereas Confucianism seeks to affi rm different kinds of order.” 
Čermák’s reversed butterfl y effect can be better interpreted in 
Confucian terms insofar as it does not reject the fundamental role 
of the planet and its macro materiality as wholly determinative for 
the microscopic world of the human. Return self.new picks up on this 
revelation and makes use of it in its aesthetics. From this largely 
circumscribed position, the author attempts to stand on tiptoe in 
order to sincerely peer at the cosmic order beyond the veil. Faced 
with this cosmic perspective, language collapses, and gives the 
reader, albeit for a brief moment, the chance to see beyond– gears 
spinning in ever larger gears which in turn spin in larger gears 
still, and the blind clockmaker does not heed the wailing of the 
life born and dying in this dark clockwork.

“…Suddenly he woke up, and there he was, veritably himself again. 
But he didn’t know if he was a man dreaming he was a butterfl y, or a 
butterfl y dreaming it was Chuang.”

Čermák is correct in seeing the cosmos as too vast and complex for 
it to fi t in the still-meagre abilities of human rationality and 
its contemporary cosmology. Despite this, he attempts to offer in 
return self.new an occasional glimmer of these neuralgic points 
which allow the reader to glean the most superfi cial contours of its 
deep structure.

One of the central neuralgic points which give the reader a sense 
for the depth of reality in which they fi nd themselves is death. In 
Čermák’s treatment, such a gesture becomes a double-edged sword: on 
the one hand he presents a death which is absolute and cosmic in 
scale – people, planets, all life dies and returns to its original 
non-living state – but he at the same time gives space for rebirth 
as part of the symbolic structure – generative adversarial networks, 
and the deep ecologies of artifi cial intelligence. Both these strata 
make contact with the cutting edge of contemporary science whose 



rapid expansion of knowledge dissolve ever faster the ingrained 
ideas of the exclusive mandate of the homo sapiens. In this sense, 
Čermák builds his epistemology, cosmology and aesthetics on a deep 
understanding of the philosophy of posthumanism. His return self.
new does not see fl ight or redemption from the implications of the 
bitter truth that a stable space for the human has been dismantled, 
and he rather disfi gures its self-image even further, and shakes the 
very base of the pedestal called ‘freedom’ on which it has been 
placed.

Shortly after taking the reins of government in 1521, the young 
Emperor JiaJing announced the beginning of a new era of “admirable 
tranquillity,” or “Jia jing.” The era thus became commensurate with 
the ruler.

But still, Čermák’s work does fi nd a space to listen to the whispers 
of the ancients, and he allows humanity to keep its spectres which 
endlessly disturb the silent operations of the otherwise indifferent 
cosmos – neurotic ritual, projections, schizoid mysticism, alchemy 
of language, family constellations, prophecy… Such spectres are 
however not the carriers of tidings of absolute transcendence or 
redemption, but are rather the messengers of an epoch which arrives 
from out of time.

After the death of his mother in 1522, the fourteen-year-old Emperor 
vanquished the aging Grand Secretary Yang Tinghe and won the “Great 
Rites Controversy” which retroactively ensured him and his family 
the Mandate of Heaven.

The dissolution of the self-image in the so-called “age of man” 
(how paradoxical) goes hand in hand with understanding its cultural 
and material precarity and the possibility of extinction. The slow 
but constant collapse of ecosystems does not bode well for complex 
species and the further the naked ape looks upon the reality of its 
world, the more the ground below its feet shakes and the sky falls 
on its head. “All those moments will be lost in time, like tears in 
the rain. Time to die.”

In return self.new, Čermák offers a manual for the apoptosis of 
that which we must leave behind in order to become that which we 
must.

But it no longer knows: was it a man dreaming he was a butterfl y, 
or a spectre now dreaming it is a man.

VÍT BOHAL
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class Entity:

def new(self, *memories):
 return None if len(memories) == 0 \

 else self.__class__(*memories)

 def __init__(self, *memories):
 self.memory = [x for x in memories]

 def __call__(self, *new_memories): 
 memories = [x for x in self.memory]
 for x in new_memories:

 if x not in self.memory:
 memories.append(x)

return self.new(*memories)
 
def __eq__(self, other):

 return self.memory == other.memory

 def __hash__(self):
 return hash(tuple(self.memory))

 def __repr__(self):
 return f”{self.__class__.__name__}({self.__dict__})”

 ...



Name: Emperor JiaJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – privF). You have 
before you a spiritless part of the psyche in a body increasingly 
bereft of its soul. A body whose decay is not perceived nor considered 
something which happens to someone else and which a person can 
observe from the outside.

When JiaJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – privF) loses conscious thought, 
the basic life instincts are awakened. The combination of all these 
known and as-of-yet unknown factors can lead to a state of balance 
– albeit a very short-lived one.



1.
The main idea underpinning these stories is

– a hybrid myth.

 
 forgetting and remembering

   (like a mechanism)

  storing in memory

   (like a strategy necessary for survival)

  Genetic non-inheritance = experience,

  but also the need for information carriers:

   <witnesses>
   <texts>O<scripts><protocols>
   <memeplexes>

  

Remembering as doubling

  – representation of the absent by means of simulation



2. 
Phenomena of the unconscious

 dreams

  hypertrophied exertions of memory

 
 Specifi c rules defi ne the operations for fi nding the 
place on which the images intended for remembering 
are to be stored, as well as the protocols of the 
object’s transposition to

  [remembering]

  and also for creating individual sequences in space 
  by means of which one again

  [imaginarily transverses]

 This is how one recalls what was meant to be remembered.



3. 
The past is that which ought to be remembered for the present.

 That disfi gured something which had become

 – indistinct.

  Disfi gured and eviscerated corpses, 
  representing the past.

The order of characters from before the catastrophe, 
which can no longer be deciphered.

   The catastrophe is based on the experience 
   of forgetting.

   Forgetting is a terminus <the collapse 
   of walls>
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The faces of the dead – blurred – pixelated

 – the head and limbs disconnected from the body.

  Progressions of the seating order

   reconstruct the names

   identify the corpses

   Only those identifi ed can go on to be
   buried:

  Hypohuman
  Diahuman
  Parahuman

Allohuman
  Epihuman
  Hyperhuman



4.
The witness of an old abandoned order, Emperor JiaJing X. (case 
hash: 1×13909 – privF)

He performs as a generator of spiritual white noise which is 
an inexhaustible reservoir of energy. Master of 
hallucinations. 

Demon. Xeno-Demon. A human subject, although he shows some 
morphological anomalies which distinguish him from the 
others.

All radical xeno-demons are always circumscribed by the
anomaly schema – diagram –, on whose basis their bodies
are presented and recomposed (the position and ordering of 
their viscera).

By means of internal writing and reading he rejuvenates 
the experience of forgetting, which makes destruction 
commensurate with a loss of order.

 The forgetting of order

  (as a subjective factor)

 The destruction of order
 
  (as an objective factor)

  – work together.

 The concealment of the sub-level – crossbreeding

  the way which allows one to imagine 
  the world.

  vs.

  the way of rediscovering the individual 
  features of order.

 The Order of knowledge

  leads to the formation of the system.

 The Representation of the absent

  leads to the creation of the model.



5.
Immediately after the authentic act of remembrance which terminates 
the drama of catastrophe and initiates the drama of the funeral, 
there comes the act of refl ection.

 The eye-witness confi rms and reactivates the previous state.

  If the indexing act is about

   showing the dead – the ancestors –

   and is iconic in that

    the dead are projected as 
living by means of remembrance

     this exposes the 
primal scene of memory

       and pro-
vides testimony

       
of the transition from life to death

 
 Whatever was before lies in ruins, only the survivor 
 – the eye-witness – restores the fractured past

   – begins to write history.



6.
The intervention which brings a catastrophic collapse demarcates 
the anterior state from that which follows.

_____________________________________
____________________________________

We can see this as a furrow on a linearly readable axis of time.

   __________ __________
  __________ __________
  __________ __________
  __________ __________
  __________ __________
  __________ __________

 

A catastrophe which comes from the clear skies above

when

[the participant], whose world has crumbled 
behind his back

mitigates chaos

reconstructs not the catastrophe, 
but the state which preceded it.



7. 
Ritual has no need for remembrance because

 ritual is participation in the present

The fi rst [theater of memories] consists of torn corpses

The fi rst [architecture of memory] is the space 
demarcated by the seating order.

  
   The disappearance from the scene

   analogies between the microcosm and 
   macrocosm have been superseded by the   
   demand for a conclusive comparison

   – the magic of similarity before the order 
   of things

  
   Performance of the disfi gured and 
   deformed allows

   the mimicking of false realities

   simulations

   which are at the same time a sham

   dissimulations.

 [about] the universe



8. 
It is not space which is indistinguishable
 
 as it is a ruin

  it is the individuals who are indistinguishable.

   Time drives away forgetting all on its own

   – but also wakes the dead.

Only through intervention

 catastrophe

  the threat of forgetting

   does the unfulfi lled past achieve 

    its meaning.



9. 
Hallucination

 is connected with the untouchability of the absent

 – which cannot be shown directly

 – but appears.

In an image made by the human hand there is magic which 
dissolves the original. Things themselves become an image 
in which they disappear.

The crypts of memory as unconscious, repressed technique, 
connecting the dreamers.

  Temporary disappearance

   hiding

   masking which precipitates the motion of 
   events and allows for time-space

   – in which the infantile connects 
   with the recent.

   Saving – saves > hiding – hides

   it pushes us to a latent zone

   – and scrambles time.

Crossbreeding of the obvious with [pre]
time creates original meaning which 
injects into circulation new processes of 
inquiring about meaning.



10. 
All texts are the work of transformational procedures, whether they 
are executed covertly or ludically, demonstratively.

The fi gures of fi ssures & inversions of poles work towards a 
dissolution of meaning.

   Time itself exists in a double state

   – to be oneself while being something else 

   – exhumation.

   A game with wrappers

   – which draw one away from the hidden core.

 The city is a gnostic space

 it is a prison which performs as a false image of the world.

 415 [13+24+30+11+21+ 14+11+18+23+13+28+18+29+30+10+ 
29+18+24+23+28]

  A phantom, labyrinth and prison

  function as representatives of the concept 
  of memory

  attempting to fi nd phantasms in images.

The users of this world enter the “animate zone” and become 
caricatures of themselves. As ages pass, the animate world 
becomes a wasteland which the users chaotically traverse, 
like junkies which have lost the ability to concentrate. 
Only a handful of people will choose to remain in the real 
world.



11.
The transcendence of the threshold from the diffuse to the concrete 
= the scrambling of primary intent.

 
Historical images of the new dark cosmos of Third nature.

The simulacrum beyond which there is nothing denies
– erases.

The city has risen from the mire
a city in green mist
– a new geometric game.

Decipher the cliffs
read the book of the world through the prism of 
phantasm aided by secret architectures
which are in harmony with the game of the world.

    
Permeated by the layers of the Stack

descend deep into the crypts and secret passages

and fi nd there once again internal reading

– after this hyperintellectual game follows

evacuation of the brain

and chaos.

The crypt suppresses the architecture of memory.

 Enchainment of meaning

 comes with an incessant switching and vacillation 
 of hierarchies.

 Shifts and regroupings in the structure seem like 
 changes of mask.

Only the end brings the possibility of evacuating meaning, 
it shifts the dominant points – its sense is based on 
alien texts, which cross and intersect each other, mutually 
strengthening and weakening their meaning.

A diagram of the lived world which had died, and has been 
appearing in memory ever since.



12.
The experience of loss engenders techniques of retention

 trees and circles of knowing are projected simultaneously

  
  The process of appropriation is selective and is 
  subject to certain ends.

  Him who practices his memory

works with schemas, so that he can draft motives 
which, in the future, he might want to have at his 
fi ngertips.

Forgetting as a resting phase.

There is no erasure,

prehistoric inscription however remains hidden.

It is always connected to the inscriptions which 
it supports.



13. 
Only after things have decayed is it possible to achieve understanding.

 [Sense complex]

Is it possible to reconstruct a fabula which opens up like a fan

– a hallucination which is of the same stuff as narrative?

 [Hallucinatory text]

 Dark language – alienated language.

 [Game of the brain]

 A process which revalues language

  Alien question
  Molecular earth
  Geotraumatic tension

    O



14.
Clouds they describe like
 feared shadows 
 – and from these shadows honey dripped

 
 and the clouds seeped a fragrance,
 seeped honey.

 Ecstatic states of total harmony
 – a fraction of seconds
 – a fraction of minutes

  Feared shades of the shadow of death cover Earth 
  after the cosmic catastrophe.

Ukko (Loop) or Jupiter (Cosmic egg) was the source 
of the honey, which dripped from the clouds

Maori in the Pacifi c, Jews on the border of Asia and 
Africa, Indians, Finns, Icelanders, all describe 
the honey food which dropped from the clouds.

The feared shadows of the shadow of death cover 
Earth after the cosmic catastrophe.

When air is oversaturated, it falls

 <dew>
 <rain>
 <hail or snow>

A terrifying world, dark and panting, was 
uncomfortable to all the senses, 
except for smell…

Because the world was fragrant.

And when the wind blew, the clouds brought a sweet 
fragrance with them.



15.
When expansion reaches its apex, at that moment the accumulated 
energy must dissipate again and disappear.

Energy fi nds its original freedom.

The solid, albeit complex, order of the universe which 
will have lasted for many years will crumble.

How new and strange it must seem to our mind, that 
destruction awaits the earth and sky.

The cosmos will crumble, vanquished by a terrifying 
crash.

 <Parts of the world will simply dissolve>
 <Mountain will fall into what used to be earth>
 <The air will congeal and start to suffocate>

The entire sky in all its forms will topple.

 [1348]

The cities will disappear in a virtual chasm, and 
there will no longer be a spring, nor summer, nor 
fall, nor winter.

 



16.
Changes of position among the stars, which move along with the sky.

 And these are the myriad errors
 changes in the Earth’s geological structure
 the sea boils and evaporates
 – all these are images of the past.

 
Collective amnesia explains people’s inability to see the 
undeniable proof of global catastrophe.

  In all the parts of the world, 
  memories have been erased.

   A wasteland of ravines and cliffs.

   Dark stars
   – our own satellites.

   Spilling oceans of lava and 
   countless craters.

Four fi fths of this planet are 
covered by oceans; when it 
evaporates, water loses salt and 
returns as rain.

Under the magnetosphere’s 
surface, there is the hole 
in the ozone which protects 
the Earth and its inhabitants 
from ultraviolet rays – the 
invisible solar spectrum which is 
responsible for mutation.

Earth with its oceans.

  
So far, the outside cosmos bears no signals which 
might be ascribed to an intelligent sender.

A tiny world in vast space.



– it might seem that Providence must be behind 
all this.

Or is it just blind fate, since so many forms 
of life have been discarded and other planets 
suffered even more?

Considering our close contact with deadly fate, 
it is safe to say that “we are the offspring of 
those who survived, who are in turn the offspring 
of survivors.”



17.
“Oh, thou manifest mystery, thou who stands shoulder to shoulder 
with us, thy name is tomorrow! Oh tomorrow! What depths! Who can say 
what lies hidden below?” — Victor Hugo



18.
The nature of dusk is constructed through a sequence of monologues 
which overlap without merging, and answer each other without ever 
really facing off.

A person who carries the Universe with her is, without her 
knowing, banished to the World and Earth. But neither the 
World nor Earth can tell her why. Only the Universe answers, 
black and speechless.

It is characteristic of forgetting that it strikes the most 
traumatic and diffi cult memories.

 Hidden knowledge which was originally revealed…

 But not even ignorance offers a guarantee of safety!

 It makes uncertainty worse.

[…] at the same time, he understood that he is also part 
of the people who were touching him – that he is fi nding in 
them shards of himself.

 [That hidden letter]

 – which only shows itself thanks to the narrative’s 
 blind spots.

 Separates the object from the form

 – allows a return to original dust, or corrosion.



19.
Much like a story which needs

     <spaces>
     <mistakes>

          <inconsistencies, derailments and chaos>

 can the state of all solid matter be interpreted as

 – ((::)(::)) – the meticulous choreography between the 
 solid and the empty.

The so-called model of the inner Earth, known as Incognitum 
Hactenus,where things happen without the slightest reason, 
traverse each other under a logic which is not their 
own and is in no way connected with our (chronological) 
understanding of time.

We mustn’t forget that ((::)(::)) creates its own tactical 
fi eld. In fi ction, everyone traverses every dream, motion and 
any calculation.

Impenetrable and again impenetrable.



20.
Nature is embroiled.

If the cramps periodically repeat, the time interval between 
the two catastrophes is considered a great year.

The Master said: “Writing does not exhaust words, and 
words do not exhaust ideas. If this is so, does this 
mean that the ideas of the sages cannot be discerned?” 
The Master said: “The Sages established images in order 
to express their idea exhaustively. They established 
the hexagram in order to treat exhaustively the 
true innate tendency of things in order to treat 
exhaustively the true innate tendency of things and 
their countertendencies to spuriousness. They attached 
phrases to the hexagrams in order to exhaust what they 
had to say… Encapsulation of multiplicity exists in 
hexagrams. Riling the world to motion exists only in 
statements…” — I-Ching

Just like in the case of the year, the world age also develops 
a cosmic mechanism, and as part of the general motions of 
nature the sea spills from the shores, the mountains rise 
ever higher, rivers change their course, human beings and 
everything else is destroyed and old footprints disappear 
from the surface of the Earth.

But there still exist ways of making discoveries
– discoveries which free us.

One of them is the lotus position – sitting in it for 
hours a day. Another way – to take a walk around the 
crumbling world and the desolate people and fi nd out 
what happened.

At the moment when you must ask yourself the question 
“What happened and what are we going to do?” you are 
accosted by various schizosymptoms, which are no longer 
pathologies,

but weapons.

Power should be cloned!

Shizoselfi nitiatory voyages where we discover that a 
new force can appear and claim a thing only under the 
condition that it dons the masks of previous forces 
which had already colonized it.

The mask is part of nature’s law much like trickery, 
and that is why it is so much more than a mere mask or 
mere trickery.



21.
Every force relates to another force,
 to give orders.
 to follow.

 Nietzsche clearly says that the object of a force 
 is another force.

 Life competes with another form of life.

 When the world cycle is destroyed by wind
 there initially congeals a great cloud to disrupt 
 the original cycle.

  Wind appears to destroy the world cycle
  the wind fi rst raises fi ne dust
  then larger particles
  then fi ne sand and later rough sand
  and then gravel, stones
  and then great boulders.

   The wind will overturn the earth
   the continents split.

   Worlds collide with worlds and mercilessly 
   invite an invasion of xenoparticles.



22.
At the root of certain aspects of human action and emotion might be 
something which is essentially non-human.

 Something which cannot be controlled.

Very high and very far away I saw something which looked 
like a thin strip hanging from the clouds. Its bottom end 
still fl uttered above the ground.

 
 <dynamic joy>
 <happy to hallucinate>
 <hallucinatory joy>
 <social hallucination>

 
Shortly before his death, Gustav Jung noted down his dream.

“… As the sphere very swiftly approached Earth, I thought 
at fi rst that it was Jupiter that left its orbit, but as 
the sphere came closer, I saw that despite its large size, 
it was far too small for a planet like Jupiter. …As we 
realized that it must come to a terrible collision with the 
Earth, we felt well-understood terror; but it was a terror 
in which awe dominated. It was a cosmic act that called for 
awe and wondering. …A second sphere and a third one and more 
approached Earth with great velocity. Every one of them 
crashed into the Earth.”

  The dream releases collective memory.

Whenever celestial bodies skirt the Earth, this way 
and that, it is a harbinger of mental turmoil based 
in anxiety

– some go this way, some go that
– now this way, now that way.

The irregular motion of the planets in a dream.



23.
Overt politeness might be the outcome of a genuine fear of the drive 
to kill.

What comes fi rst – aggression, or regression to self-
destruction?

A part of the ego must protect itself from self-destruction, 
and that requires obedience.
Being rational means to perceive necessity and to submit – 
kill or be killed.

One thread connects all.

The sky can fall on your head at any time.

For we are wholly disconnected entities which die alone 
in incomprehensible adventure –

– at the boiling point

– at the point where consciousness ceases to be 
consciousness of something.

Some elementary whole being which is at stake during 
the shift from discontinuity to continuity,

and this nameless turmoil which comes along with it,
stretches the organs to their limit.

Dehydrated bodies gave the fi re its strange bluish hue.



24.
Two chasms stand against each other.

an excavated chasm
in which parts explode and churn

a full depth which contains two mixtures – from hard and solid 
fragments (this mixture is protean)
– without parts and changes (this mixture is liquid, fl owing and 
perfect and has the ability to connect and merge)

All the bones in a block of blood.

sometimes terrifying
other times useful

Much like tools.

Conclusion: Everything occurs in the deep – under the zone of 
consciousness, between two absurdities of pure noise.

The history of the deep begins with pure terror.

In the deep one can search for the missing link between 
structure and function.

Note: It would be interesting to research the history of 
liberating noises.



25.
Animals await in the abyss of time.

Mutual exchange never occurs. The immortals are mortal and the 
mortals are immortal.

All we need is to get a bit distracted and we can live on the 
surface, no problem.

Stretch the skin – and that’s when something truly immense 
begins.

Through circulation
through echoes
and events

in which there is more sense and reality than a 
person could ever dream of

– release an empty space into circulation.

The last cloud of an evaporating reality.
The last cloud as an experiment,
as a life hack

– as a transition.

With all seriousness we strive for seeing the 
world with as many eyes as possible.

The hemianopic monkeys Lennox and Dracula.

The last – thinnest – empty.



26.
The virtual human body

left to right – top to bottom
–every body has its origin in childhood, the body matures and 
through the passing of time ages and fi nally dies.

 [OBE & NDE]

The participants of the experiment use alternative [VR] bodies. 
These were designed so that they are sexually neutral and 
generally attractive – these bodies are reminiscent of the 
characters in the fi lm Avatar.

Revision of life = tour of life.

A tunnel leading to white light – follows
observation of the virtual world on an external monitor.

Each of the experiment participants experienced a meeting at a 
beautiful island along with two other companions.

Together they explored the island and performed the given tasks
their virtual bodies changed as time went by.

Sixteen female participants experienced six encounters
their virtual bodies developed
fi rst, they were those of children
then matured
– fi nally they aged and then died.

Somewhere in reality, there was a group of sixteen persons who 
waited for the return of sixteen participants which happened to 
be somewhere on the island.

The mechanism of imaging creates strong illusions.
Those who experienced the island – announced a change in 
their approach to life.



27. 
“The world of forces cannot abide any diminution: For otherwise 
throughout endless time it would become weak and cease to exist. The 
world of forces cannot abide any stasis: Because otherwise it would 
have to cease and the hours of being would stop. The world of forces 
thus cannot achieve any balance, has no moment of rest, its strength 
and its motion are equally immense for all time. Any state which this 
world may ever achieve had already been achieved, and not only once, 
but countless times. Also this moment: It had been here once and 
many times already, and will return again, all forces distributed 
exactly as they are now: And so it is with this moment which gave 
birth to it, and the one which follows as its offspring. Human! Like 
an hourglass your whole life will keep returning and will again run 
out – one long minute of time before the cycle of the world again 
gives rise to all the conditions from which it originated. And then 
you will again fi nd each pain and each pleasure and each friend and 
each enemy, and each hope and each mistake and each blade of grass 
and each sun ray, <you will fi nd> the connection among all things. 
This torus within which you are but one grain among many, glistens 
always anew. And in each torus of human existence there is one hour 
when at fi rst one person, and then others, are given an encounter 
with the most powerful of thoughts, which is the eternal return of 
all things – for humanity, such a moment always marks the hour of 
noon.” — Friedrich Nietzsche



28.
 World = ashes of countless living beings

Who is the feeling of our feelings?

 – that is why it assumes an incessant exchange of substances

The dreamer of our dreams?

 – that is why it can never achieve equilibrium.
 If it achieved it, it would – cease and perish.

 That is not a mistake or failure, that is the natural way 
of the world.

 Sublimation of forces
 overcoming of power for the purpose of the coming eruption
 – an unstable aggregate of forces.

  Input:
  S: You moved.
  Output:
  @M: I look.
  Input:
  S: There is an apple.

If all the possibilities in the forces’ sequence 
and relationship were long exhausted, infi nity would 
not yet have passed.

Because it must be so, there exist no new 
possibilities and everything present must have been 
here before, countless times.

The combinatory capabilities of the world of forces 
is limited so that the world will never cease.

Input:
S: Give order.
@M: I move.
Output:
fgakjf13ktj53u9gs5 5 3#.



29.
Impression comes only 

after a slow process of seeping through
and brings with it a radical transformation of mind.

  
Irreversible decisions
– to change, or perish.

No more human judgements.

No-one has any interest in the repeated 
exhumation of a corpse.

From its limited position, the human is 
unchanging only for one hundredth of a second, 
and is a mutating being

– one grain within the torus.

The human product of worthless thoughts, 
the enemy of many stars, surprisingly subject to 
unplanned ageing.

Extinction according to need
– injustice according to the law of time.

Dark matter has eclipsed the sun. A cold wind blows 
through empty space.

False analogies of circular motion within a torus.



30.
The shadows have covered the horizon

– morbid expectation of apocalypse.

Blurred shadows on cave walls.

Geometry and a time schedule for the end of the world.

Geographically endless, ethereal domains beyond the edge of 
Earth.

Unease which makes the stomach naturally dilate – ideally so 
that it gives the impression that the sickness still has room 
to expand.

Pulsing chaos – incomprehensible magnetism – that which one can 
call – diverse forms of a scream.

And the fi nest scream is that which is emitted from the softness 
of the bone marrow.

That which I call Body!
The occult trajectory of the body’s spirit.

shocks
 
Shocks (in their substance) contain 
an element of nobility.

Whomever speaks of emotion 
speaks of premonition
meaning direct understanding
inverted communication 
lighted from the inside



31.
Through the clouds of dust, the sunshine is suddenly weaker.

The Earth on its orbit has strayed further form the Sun
the polar regions have shifted
the oceans and seas have evaporated
the steam has congealed into snow

Instead of spring there is winter
– the months have changed and the clocks don’t work.

The four seasons do not keep their proper time, 
we read in Taoist texts.

The sky hung low and the world was dark
– one couldn’t see Sun or Moon or stars.

 
People complained of the dark and cold.

At that time Emperor JioJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – 
privF) sent astronomers into the Valley of Darkness and the 
Dark Abode, to observe the new motions of the Sun and Moon 
and their points of conjunction.

They observed
newly rising mountains
signs in the heavens
twilight lasting for more than twenty-fi ve years.

The Earth was covered in darkness.

The secret of change –

‘people’ – and not only them – went from one unsuccessful 
method of measuring time to another.

Earth,
poles
– most likely not even the direction of the its spin 
remained the same.

The Earth continued to moan.

years of noise
and there is no end to noise
the noise of the Earth’s bowels



The name of Emperor JioJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – 
privF) was inspired by the moaning of the Earth from the 
time when the sky touched heaven, when the heavy clouds, 
congealed of dust and steam, remained just above the Earth’s 
surface (gate_toxicity).



32.
The meat is rich,
marbled by fat.

In 1799, frozen mammoth bodies were discovered in north-
eastern Siberia. They were well preserved and the polar 
hounds ate the mammoth meat without any negative effects.

  no predetermined map exists

 The sea’s repeated wax and wane was neither slow nor gradual;
 quite the contrary…

  no territorial imperative

 …most catastrophes were sudden.

  no reachable transcendental domain

 Carrion enveloped in ice.
If they hadn’t frozen immediately after dying, they would 
have decomposed and rotted.

  Dream & intoxication.
  Narcotic pessimism.
  N-Dymethyltriptamine.
  Pleasure principle.

At the moment when the animals were driven extinct, the 
earth had to have been  covered in ice.

  A sudden, immediate event, without any gradation.

  Wise exploitation & Dawkins among the machines



“ATGGCAGGCGCAGTTGGTCGTCCGCGTCGTAGTGCACCGCGTCGTGCAGGTAAAAATCCGC-
GTGAAGAAATTCTGGATGCAAGCGCAGAACTGTTTACCCGTCAGGGTTTTGCAACCACCAG-
TACCCATCAGATTGCAGATGCAGTTGGTATTCGTCAGraduallyTakingUpAllSpaceWhi-
chIInitiallyColonizedYouPatientlyAndSilentlySobGGCAAGCCTGTATTAT-
CATTTTCCGAGCAAAACCGAAATCTTTCTGACCCTGCTGAAAAGCACCGTTGAACCGAGCACC-
GTTCTGGCAGAAGATCTGAGCACCCTGGATGCAGGTCCGGAAATGCGTCTGTGGGCAATTGTTG-
CAAGCGAAGTTCGTCTGCTGCTGAGCACCAAATGGAATGTTGGTCGTCTGTATCAGCTGCCGATT-
GTTGGTAGCGAAGAATTTGCAGAATATCATAGCCAGCGTGAAGCACTGACCAATGTTTTTCGT-
GATCTGGCAACCGAAATTGTTGGTGATGATCCGCGTGCAGAACTGCCGTTTCATATTACCAT-
GAGCGTTATTGAAATGCGTCGCAATGATGGTAAAATTCCGAGTCCGCTGAGCGCAGATAGCCT-
GCCGGAAACCGCAATTATGCTGGCAGATGCAAGCCTGGCAGTTCTGGGTGCACCGCTGCCTGCA-
GATCGTGTTGAAAAAACCCTGGAACTGATTAAACAGGCAGATGCAAAATAAnd |[] [] [] [] 
[] [] [][]H[]H[][] [][][] [] ( · ·[] [] E[] G []([][][][] [][] H[] H[]
[][] [][] []([] [][][][] d[][][][][][][][] ‘[][][][][][][] [][] `[]
[] |[][][] [][] [][] –oe[]‡°± [] ·[][][][][] [][] ;[][] []swarming!”

drowned in cacophonies where the voice captures the 
intensity of the dance.

 “gate_toxicity”: true
“is_valid”: true
“logic_constraints”: true



33.
The only remaining form of existence was a total atomization of 
spiritual life.

Complete insanity and catatonic stupor alternating with dread, 
hallucination and confusion of chaotically jumbled memories of the 
past. A type of lifelessness.

But the life of a body which was forced to breathe and pulse was 
called back Emperor JioJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – privF) who, in 
his previous desperation, had thought upon death. By some miracle he 
succeeded in recomposing the being who had previously been reduced 
to atoms, and he procured for this being some artifi cial soul…

 …the remains of a true person.



34.
If the Emperor hadn’t already yelled out the name of him who will 
be left without the lung organs, he will certainly do so by other 
means.

The w rld as c nsciousness and v id



Only the empty value is empty.
That is the regime of emptiness.



Between the displacements & between life stages, the Emperor’s RNN1 
speaks for JioJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – privF): “And if about, 
in times, when they let themselves from and, see a free other, than 
each of them, after their long slumber, that if you say, that they 
have.”

1 An RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) is a neural network (NN) based on an ar-
chitecture designed by Andrej Karpathy. The resulting model which NN utilizes 
learns from each individual letter and attempts to determine which letter 
might follow simply based on the process of generation itself. This process 
exhibits something undoubtedly magical – the NN determines its own direction 
and creates citations and without making reference to any central core. NN is 
a distributed system which functions analogically to the brain, as it has the 
ability to learn, think, develop and live.



1. a-j.

a. through intellect?
b. uh-oh… [Swarm]
c. the third option doesn’t exist
d. either… or
e. disgust before X.

Essence of breath
 

f. disgust at oneself
g. circle
h. the most holy and the most expensive

On is, but, that he became, and already he dreamt, 
that he was him at the garden’s end (RNN)

 
i. Barlowe: Kill Yourselves.
j. Fuck it, Alexei Ž. (case hash:0×99334)

2. a-z

a. later sooner <false proof in which the relationship 
between cause and effect is reversed>

b. don’t touch us <untouchable>
c. vicious circle <crystallization of organic life>
d. RNN: It is only temporary, but it remains.
e. unknown countries
f. among things <without starting from the beginning>
g. and [so on] ad infi nitum
h. from Descartes to Cotard
i. I think that I don’t exist
j. In the full meaning of [the word]
k. relationship – madness of body only
l. mental stimulus<mental strength>
m. bodily stimulus<physical strength>
n. hence

Collection = function Collection

 
o. interrupted sequence & cosmic rhythm
p. symptom
q. thinking substance
r. vast substances
s. signifi cance
t. breathtaking contrast



u. nothing is present in the senses which hadn’t 
[previously] been present in the intellect

v. small-scale
w. the only good
x -  are after all certain boundaries
y – harm no-one

  Self-propelling machine

z – harm no-one

3. a-x. – A. (133)

a. nature
b. in a limited, proper and fullest sense of the word
c. why so much yacking?
d. clairvoyance
e. quite
f. dissipating forces
g. action at a distance
h. of mysterious forces
i. according to, à la
j. large mothers

VOID; work, relax, enjoy
   day; read (day); day

  work, work, work, work, relax, enjoy
       (day, “is not in the week”)

k. law of inertia
l. we demand this authorization and we mutually bestow it
m. avalanche
n. nature here has made a jump [but] nature’s jumps
o. the most personal style
p. which has no peer
q. of a small brain, extended spinal cord
r. tidal wave
s. falsely
t. harmlessness, meekness
u. is enough for the wise.
v. feline predators

But we want to speak form the Earth’s core
 

w. nothing <insuperable pinnacle>
x. vampire metaphysics



4. a-z /a’-z’ – B. (102)

a. all in all
b. nature destroys nothing needlessly
c. ass
d. aralysis = a hysterical defense of identity
e. [she gave the human a dignifi ed face to peer with at 

the heavens] a face to peer at the stars
f. Homo unwise
g. the most cowardly of animals
h. Don’t forget! You yourself are always the main 

suspect!
i. the drop gnaws at <the stone>
k. just because, because of that
l. I see better ones [I condone them, but I let myself be 

lead by the worse]
m. a word in
n. Samaritan love

The open-secret grave is (naturally) in-crypted

o. small-scale […]  in bulk
p. a love of life equals the death of life
q. necessity
r. [Cthulhu doesn’t care] about trifl es 
s. as it should
t. educator or slave, who walks children to kindergarten
u. nothing
v. xanax = compassion
w. harmless, innocent
x. to the marrow and blood
y. they too are our friends
z. in effect, actually

RNN: And maybe with that, as from her

a’. fi rst mover
b’. long and wide
c’. JioJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – privF)
d’. in an awkward position
e’. ataraxia, peace of soul
f’. change makes happy
g’. rome = japan 
h’. JioJing: “No comment.”
i’. tribunes of the people
j’. 社会信用体系 (shehui xinyong tixi) = capacity test
k’. fl at construction
l’. [various] amphibians
m’. reason for existing



n’. RNN: In this sense it is not necessary to.
o’. better moments
p’. noble couple of brothers
q’. cloning
r’. allow the strategists mediocrity
s’ – fame
t’. some spectacle
u’. the effect also fades when the cause disappears
v’ – large

5. a-r.

a. vertigo comes
b. chart, pull
c. real love
d. of the same kind @sexbot_Assassins

RNN: For the Prince
Sublimation Scam A000w00000

e. the exception confi rming the rule
f. which is impossible
g. oftentimes excess turns out for the best
h. X.
i. normal person
j. intoxication
k. “X [ O] above all”
l. demigod
m. logic leads to disenchantment
n. monster for a highly important defi ciency
o. the human is a rational animal
p. escape from fi ction
q. form of life
r. “o” shows itself master in its inanity

6. a-w.

a. ever faster
b. one necessity
c. it actually reminds me
d. tree
e. invincibly strong
f. don’t forget me
g. a slave tied to his lot
h. principles of strife
i. transcending the dream
j. a miasma of opposites
k. associatively and analogically
l. they appear and disappear



m. I’ll give you… <your comupins>
n. fi ght a battle
o. with their whole character, totally
p. naked eyes
q. at any cost, whatever it takes
r. doing nothing [is] sweet
s. [certain] dread
t. I want because I want
u. or rather, yes
v. caught in a net

In the northeast of the Wuhan Protectorate Territories
 

w. whatever

7. a-u. [neuro]

a. ghost
b. don’t tell me that you don’t have a backup strategy
c. beta male
d. crash of science fi ction
e. shyness and sensitivity
f. pang of regret
g. a war of all against someone
h. superb isolation
i. agential force, actor
j. So be it! Be!
k. in a state of stupor and lethargy
l. perennial truths = meme compilation
m. logical entropy
n. the supreme law of the world [is] Will
o. or
p. [he/she is] an act/really, [what others only] potency/

potentially
q. by the way
r. miracle
s. apart from them
t. nothing was solved
u. epidemiostrategic – [AR]

8. a-z. /a’-z’/ aa-rr [Semiovirus]

a. seeing, vision
b. doing fi ne
c. to infi nity
d. One and All
e. necessities, arguments from matching opinions
f. living dead
g. descent, decrease
h. forever victory



i. porous realism
j. inertia
k. and although your hibernating mind created all these 

things
l. need & poverty
m. a negligible, miniscule amount
n. something for the soul
o. seeming [it]
p. forgiveness
q. The Divine Comedy
r. from the perspective of your dream
s. tractate
t. the same, but differently
u. up to non-sense
v. no thing is created from nothing
w. for example
x. reason enough
y. in a thinking substance

REAL x; read (x ; x)

 z. Sentence: Life without the option to choose initial 
    conditions.

A’-Z’

 a’. now – tsunami only
 b’. nature
 c’. conqueror
 d’. whore
 e’. two
 f’. me

RNN: I could have all those years, so that, which 
I said, that I am on and in was successful and I 
already felt myself.

 Hidden in the abyss of time itself.
 Mortal human.

RNN: And then I remembered the knees on the fl oor, 
with the palm and backwards.

 All work and no play make X a boring person.

 Secret language.

 g’. spontaneous fl ow of energy
 h’. in the furthest depths



 i’. higher power
 j’. but…
 k’. fellows in suffering
 l’. ravings
 m’. someone else
 n’. panic
 o’. seducer
 p’. principles of identity and confl ict
 q’. is in…
 r’. mystical value <individual human souls s [+] X>
 s’. Be a worm!
 t’. mist, steam, cloud of dust
 u’. nature
 v’. shit

  All psychology collapses back into geology

 w’. be All, be nothing
 y’. big things develop slowly; the Biggest are the slowest 
 z’. xero-data, or dust – dust from dust

AA-RR

  aa. don’t worry about the trifl es
  bb. unvoiced reservations
  cc. slowing down as means of celebration
  dd. strange crystallization of living matter
  ee. the lowliest of animals
  ff. basic instructions before leaving this world
  gg. JioJing X. (case hash: 1×13909 – privF) 
      “I am Babylon, you fool, my time has come”
  hh. partial development

   MOID :: MODE :: void

  ii. circumvolution
  jj. cause [reducible to] reason
  kk. characteristic features of a wise person
  ll. [would] wisdom [be mere] folly?
  mm. the wisdom of folly, the reason of unreason
  nn. Earth

   MODE ; PROCEDURE ; void

  oo. unique understanding of matter
  pp. nobility
  qq. narrated through something – by means of it



RNN: Is, that he should be more than; if in the state of ten thousand 
years ago, it will be dreamt, that they fi nd themselves in it in the 
process of a state.

  rr. symbiotic relationship, 
      in which each species fl ourishes

radiation-without-rays or light-without-refl ection



Input:

Samuel: I just spoke to the doctor who said that my mother needs to 
move about for at least an hour a day. Please, do make sure that she 
gets enough exercise.

the conversation took place the following day

   Output:
   @Mary: Do you feel like getting some easy 
physical exercise today?

Alice: Yes, but no more than 15 minutes please.

   @INTERNET: [quick search of keywords 
elder, easy exercise, 15 minutes]

a while later

@Mary: I downloaded a 15-minute yoga 
routine from the internet, please watch it 
whenever you get the chance.

a few hours later…

Mary: I’m going shopping

   @INTERNET: [quick search of keywords 
average speed of walking, elderly person].

@INTERNET: [searching the distance of a 
nearby shop in the maps application]

@Mary: Hey, why don’t you go to Yummy Food 
Market? It should take you 45 minutes there 
and back, so you will have enough time for 
your daily exercise.

   @Mary: Thanks for the tip.



Intro:

 Non-self loop

Did you get the impression that time was accelerated 
or decelerated?

Were your thoughts accelerated?

Did you see images from your past?

Did you feel as if suddenly you understand 
everything?

Did you feel a sense of quietude, of hospitality?

Did you feel happy?

Did you feel a sense of harmony and oneness with 
the universe?

Did you see or feel yourself enveloped by a bright 
light?

Were your senses clearer than usual?

Did you feel that you were aware of what is happening 
or had happened in the past at some other location, 
as if you experienced a form of extrasensory 
perception?

Did you see future events?

Did yo u feel separated from your body?

Did you feel as if you entered some other, non-
terrestrial world?

Did you feel that you encountered a mystical 
experience or heard an unidentifi ed voice?

Did you see a specter, or were you witnesses to a 
miracle?

Did you reach the threshold or a place from which 
there is no return?

You have reached a threshold or place from which 
there is no return.



Epilogue:

  fi nish = VOID: GO TO stop
  ([] REAL, VOID)
  (0+,0-)
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